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Overview 

At the intersection of history, culture, and wine grape variety lies a region referred to 
as the “Cradle of Wine.” Georgia, about a 5-hour flight due west of Rome, and resting 
at the same latitude as the Oregon/California border, boasts a climate and terrains 
well suited for the cultivation of wine grapes.  

Situated at the crossroads between Europe and Asia, Georgia is recognized as the 
oldest winemaking country in the world. Archaeological evidence suggests that 
Georgia has completed more than 8,000 vintages—an enduring history that has 
given rise to more than 525 indigenous grape varieties across ten distinct 
winegrowing regions: 

 Adjara 

 Apkhazia 

 Bolnisi (to be added on maps in 2020) 

 Guria 

 Imereti 

 Kakheti 

 Kartli 

 Meskheti 

 Racha-Lechkhumi 

 Samegrello 

With its variety of grapes and winemaking practices, Georgia offers the wine-drinker 
an unparalleled range of tastes: some unique, some familiar, and some nearly 
impossible to describe. As winemakers continue to explore and experiment with the 
country’s native grape varieties, more distinctive and unique wines will continue to 
emerge from the region.  

 Location 

The country of Georgia – located about 1000 km due east of Rome and slightly 
smaller than the state of Connecticut -- is bordered by Russia, Azerbaijan, Armenia, 
Turkey, and the Black Sea. 

Number of Wineries 

100,000+ family wineries 

As of July 2019, 1088 Georgian wine companies/wineries have registered to sell wine 
commercially. Georgia is an ancient wine region, but also developmental (post-Soviet 
era). There has been a dramatic number of family wineries registering their wineries 
for commercial production: 
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 2016 = 402 registered wineries 

 2017 = 635 registered wineries 

 2018 = 936 registered wineries 

 2019 (7 months) = 1088 registered wineries 

Vines 

50,000 hectares of vines 

The National Wine Agency is implementing a vineyard cadastre program, which 
shows the quantity and quality status of vineyards and wine. The program includes: 
taking ortho-photos, preparation of cadastral maps, identification and vectoring of 
vineyards, gathering information about vineyards and viticulturists. 

Protected Designation of Origin (PDO) 

As of 2019, Georgia currently has 20 PDO’s: 

 Akhasheni 

 Atenuri 

 Bolnisi 

 Gurjaani 

 Kakheti 

 Kardenakhi 

 Khvanchkara 

 Kindzmarauli 

 Kotekhi 

 Kvareli 

 Manavi 

 Mukuzani 

 Napareuli 

 Saperavi Khashmi 

 Sviri 

 Teliani 

 Tibaani 

 Tsinandali 

 Tvishi 

 Vazisubani 

  

  



2018 Harvest 

The 2018 grape harvest in Georgia broke national records with over 245,000 tons of 
grapes processed. The estimated income of 22,000 grape growers who participated 
in last year’s harvest exceeded 300 million GEL ($102.5 million USD). 

 Global Exports   

 86 million bottles were exported from Georgia to 53 countries. This 

represented $203 million USD. 

Georgian Exports to the US Market 

 Exports from Georgia to the US increased 54% year over year over during 

the last three years. 

 In 2018, nearly half of million bottles were imported to the US. 

 As of July 2019, Georgian wine exports to the US market are up 88% from 

2018  

 As of July 2019, there were more than 80+wineries available in the US market 

 The average ex-cellars price of Georgian wine to the US market is $5.14 

 The average ex-cellars price of Georgian wine to Russia is $2.26 

 Definitions 

Country vs. Republic  

The country of Georgia was known as the “Republic of Georgia” under the USSR 
(Union of Soviet Socialist Republics). The country achieved independence in April 
1991. Please refer to Georgia as “Georgia” or “the country of Georgia” when 
referencing Georgia. 

 Illegal Occupation vs. "Break-Away" 

In 2008, the Russian government illegally took over two regions, Abkhazia and South 
Ossetia. Both are widely recognized as integral parts of Georgia and together 
represent 20% of Georgia's internationally recognized territory. 

Russia is illegally occupying 20% of Georgian land and continue to illegally advance 
the “border” meter by meter. When referencing these areas do not refer to these as 
“break away” territories, as they are illegally occupied territories. 

The Georgian “Law on Occupied Territories of Georgia,” adopted in 2008, 
criminalizes and prosecutes entry into Abkhazia and South Ossetia from the Russian 
side without special permission. 



Georgia and several other members of the international community -- including the 
United Kingdom, United States, Canada, Germany, Japan, Israel, Australia, China, 
Italy, France, Brazil, Ukraine, the European Union, OSCE, and Council of Europe as 
well as the United Nations -- have recognized Abkhazia and South Ossetia as 
occupied territories and have condemned the Russian military presence and 
actions there. 

 Origin of Wine 

Current scholarship names Georgia as the birthplace of wine. 

In 2016 in southwest Georgia, archaeologists discovered clay vessels containing 
cultivated grape seeds that were dated to 6000 BC using archaeological, 
archaeobotanical, climatic, and chemical methods. The results, “Early Neolithic wine 
of Georgia in the South Caucasus,” were published in November 2017 by the 
National Academy of Sciences. 

 Qvevri 

Continually, since the 6th century BC, Georgians have made wine in a vessel called 
a qvevri. These giant (generally 1000km) clay vessels are often lined with beeswax 
and buried underground to keep temperatures constant. Winemakers ferment the 
juice in these vessels, simultaneously allowing the grape skins to macerate with the 
juice, which turn what many American consumers expect to be white wines into an 
amber color, and adding tannin to both the resultant amber and red wines. 

Qvevris are still made by hand by one of Georgia’s five “master” qvevri-making 
families; with the rising popularity of amber and natural wines, there is an increasing 
demand for qvevris in Georgia and around the world. In 2013, this tradition of 
Georgian winemaking -- which defines the lifestyle of families and communities, and 
forms an inseparable part of their identity -- the United Nations added qvevri 
winemaking to the UNESCO list of “Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.” 
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Home to more than 500 unique 

grapes.  
Georgia boasts more than 500 varieties of indigenous grapes—nearly one-sixth of 
the world’s grape varieties—including endangered vines found nowhere else on 
Earth. In fact, some vineyards feature living vine” libraries” where visitors can sample 
rare grapes. Winemakers employ a range of winemaking techniques—from the 
traditional Georgian method of fermenting wine in clay qvevris to the European 
process, to a hybrid approach that incorporates elements of each.  

Today, more than 70% of wine is produced in Kakheti, making it Georgia’s primary 
winemaking region. Although approximately 80 different grape varieties are recorded 
in Kakheti, perhaps the two most important are Saperavi and Rkatsiteli.  

Which means that if you’re interested in exploring the unique flavors of Georgian 
wines, these are the two you should know: 



 

Saperavi 
Deep in fruit character, yet brisk with acidity, this gutsy grape presents a unique 
alternative to everyday reds. The leading red variety in Georgia, Saperavi (sah-per-
ah-vee) is indigenous to the country. 

Translated literally as “the place of color”, Saperavi reflects a deep, inky and often 
fully opaque colorIt is one of the few teinturier—red skin and red flesh—grape 
varieties in the world. This varietal has aromas and flavors of dark berries, licorice, 
grilled meat, tobacco, chocolate and spices.  



 

Rkatsiteli 
Though it can now be found growing throughout Georgia as well as abroad, this 
white grape variety is believed to have first appeared during the 1st century A.D.  

Rkatsiteli makes noticeably acidic but balanced white wines with a full flavor profile 
and good body. Restrained and refreshing, with crisp green-apple flavors and hints of 
quince and white peach, Rkatsiteli yields a more complex and fortified wine when 
made using the traditional Georgian method.  

Many high-quality table wines, regional wines, and appellation-controlled wines are 
produced from Rkatsiteli grapes, using both European (classical) and Georgian 
(traditional qvevri) methods. Rkatsiteli grapes are frequently mixed with the Mtsvane 
kakhuri variety. 



Continue the journey with a host of indigenous 

varieties.  
Of the 500 grape varieties cultivated in Georgia, approximately 40 are currently in 

commercial production.  

Red Grape Variety 

 

Aleksandrouli 

This variety originates and continues to thrive on the sunny, southern, calcareous slopes of the 

Caucasus Mountains in the region of Rach in western Georgia. The grape requires a longer 

growing seasons as it ripens later than average. Wines produced from Aleksandrouli grapes 

are can be dry to or semi-sweet and are typically low in tannins amazingly soft, with aromas 

of raspberry and black cherry. 
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Chkhaveri 

This variety, used predominantly for rosé wines, is mostly found in Guria but also widespread 

in Adjara. During the early period of Georgian viticulture, Chkhaveri vines would have been 

trained to grow up trees (maghlari). Late-ripening and low-yielding, Chkhaveri grapes are 

typically harvested in the second half of November. Chkhaveri grapes produce soft, 

harmonious wines with aromas of white fruits, and moderate to high degrees of alchohol. 

 

Dzelshavi 

Believed to be one of Georgia’s most ancient varieties, Dzelshavie mostly grows in the 

regions of Racha and Imereti. Wines made from this thin-skinned variety can range from soft 

and elegant to lively and precise. Often used as a supporting grape in a blend, Dzelshavi is 

Equally suited for rosé and light-bodied red wines 
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Mujuretuli 

This variety of red grape from the region of Racha ripens later than average and has an 

exceptional capacity to accumulate sugars. Frequently blended with Aleksandrouli, these 

grapes can be made into a classical dry red, as well as naturally semi-sweet wines from Racha 

– a style known as Khvanchkara. 

 

Ojaleshi 

This red grape variety has been traditionally trained as a maghlari vine, that is a vine to be 

trained to grow up trees. Widespread throughout Mingrelia (also known as Shounuri), the best 

examples of this variety are found in the Martvili and Senaki districts. The grape requires a 

long growing season, with budbreak in mid-April and is generally not harvested until mid- to 

late-November. This thick-skinned variety can be vinified into semi-sweet and dry red wines 

with incredible depth of character, and lifted notes of spice and pepper. 
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Otskhanuri Sapere 

Widespread throughout the western region of Imereti, grape genealogy suggests this red grape 

is a transitional variety between a cultivated and wild vine. It ripens between mid- and late-

October. Similar to Saperavi, Otskhanuri Sapere is a teinturier grape, producing wines of a 

deep, opaque ruby color. In their youth, wines are grippy and structured with high tannins and 

acidity. Exhibiting flavors of forest fruits, red berries and herbs, these wines have great 

potential for aging. Otkshanuri sapere is considered to Imereti’s best variety of red grape, and 

is said to have great potential as the region matures and winemakers develop a deeper 

understanding of the grape’s nuances. 
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Shavkapito 

One of the native varieties of the Karlian family of grapes, widespread in the region of Shida 

(Inner) Kartli. Shavkapito has a shorter growing season, and can be very reflective of the 

terroir in which it is grown whether produced in traditional qvevris or by European 

techniques. When grown at lower altitudes and in flatter vineyards, wines tend to be more 

full-bodied and intense; when cultivated on mountainous slopes, the grapes produce wines 

with high acidity, bright fruit characteristics and delicate aromas. With notes of cherry and 

herbs, the grape can produce red wines, but also rosé and sparkling wines. 

 

Tavkveri 

A red grape from the region of Kartli, and was once widespread across much of Eastern 

Georgia, tavkvri does well in both clay and sandy soils. This grape is a high-yielding and 

tends to ripen mid-September. Extremely versatile, tavkveri can be made into sparkling, rosé, 

red or even sweet wines. Made by modern or traditional vinification techniques, the grape 

produces a medium-bodied red wine with notes of cherry, earth and herbs. 
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Usakehlouri 

This Georgian red grape variety is widespread in the Tsageri district of the region of 

Lechkhumi in western Georgia and produces optimally on loamy, calcareous slopes. A late-

season variety with thin skins, the grape has a tendency to develop very high sugars while 

maintaining a high degree of natural acidity. Produced by traditional and modern methods, the 

resulting wines from European methods are lightly-colored with bright acidity and with high-

toned notes of violets, mint and pepper. 
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White Wine Varieties 

 

Chinuri 

Named for the color of olive tree leaves, the Chinuri variety is abundant and ripens late in the 

season. Characterized by hints of wild mint and forest pear with notes of vegetation and fruit, 

Chinuri grapes are most suited to the production of sparkling wines.  

Green or straw-colored wines distinguished by their softness are also made from Chinuri 

grapes, with Atenuri being particularly well known.  
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Goruli Mstvane 

Always the life of the party, spirited wines are produced from this grape, which ripens late in 

the season.  

Characterized by aromas of lime, wild flowers, and spring honey. Goruli Mtsvane is 

frequently mixed with Chinuri grapes to yield a sparkling wine with distinctive flavor.  

Goruli Mtsvane/Chinuri blends are frequently left to ferment with Tavkveri grapes to produce 

Khidistauri red wine, which is well known for its delicate flavor. 
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Kakhuri Mtsvivani 

One of the most widespread varieties of white grape in Kakheti during the early 19th century, 

Kakhuri Mtsvivani became increasingly rare due to diseases such as powdery mildew and 

phylloxera.  

Early to ripen compared to other varieties of grape, Kakhuri mtsvivani is light-bodied, but full 

of character and boasts distinctive aromas. Amazing traditional (qvevri) wines are produced 

from the Kakhuri Mtsvivani grape. And it is well suited for coupage.  
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Khikhvi 

This white grape variety ripens between the first days of September and the second half of the 

month. While the Khikhvi vine produces a relatively small amount of grapes, they have great 

potential to accumulate sugar.  

Very distinguished classical (European) wines are produced from the Khikhvi grape, releasing 

the aroma of exotic plants such as box tree. High quality traditional (qvevri) wines are also 

produced from Khikhvi grapes, imparting tones reminiscent of ripe fruit or yellow dried fruit. 

Over the past several decades, superb dessert wines have been made from Khikhvi grapes as 

well.  
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Kisi 

Some scientists believe the Kisi grape is a hybrid of the Mtsvane and Rkatsiteli varieties. Kisi 

vines produce a relatively small amount of grapes, which ripen neither early nor late in the 

season.  

While both classical (European) and traditional qvevri wines produced from Kisi grapes have 

unforgettable aromas and flavors, qvevri wines made from Kisi grapes are characterized by 

aromas of ripe pear, marigold, tobacco, and walnut. 
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Krakhuna 

A late-blooming white grape variety that produces full bodied, straw-colored white wines 

with apricot, banana, and honey aromas—and a high alcoholic content.  

Krakhuna wine is an exceptional candidate for aging—and becomes deeper and more 

complex after just a few years.  
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Mtsvane Kakhuri 

One of Georgia’s most ancient varieties of grapes for wine, this white grape peaks during the 

second half of September.  

High-quality table wines, regional wines, and appellation controlled wines are produced from 

the Mtsvane Kakhuri grape, which is characterized by hints of vineyard peach, fruit trees in 

bloom, and mineral overtones. 
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Rachuli (Tsulukidzis) Tetra 

Primarily grown in Georgia’s northwestern Racha region, Rachuli tetra is a white grape that 

ripens neither early nor late, and from which soft wines with aromas of linden honey are 

produced.   
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Sakmiela 

Once widespread throughout the region, this variety of grape now only survives in a few 

locations.  

Sakmiela grapes yield impressive wines with a pleasant greenish straw-colored tint, and 

exotic aromas.  
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Tsitska 

Believed to be among the oldest white grape varieties in western Georgia, Tsitska ripens late 

and yields light, straw-colored wines with greenish tones.    

Tsitska grapes are considered superior for producing sparkling wines. Characterized by 

aromas of vegetation and hints of pear, lemon, honey and melon, Tsitska wines tend to be 

quite acidic and lively. 

 

Tsolikouri 

A defining variety of white grape since the 19th century, Tsolikouri ripens late and yields full-

bodied, light straw-colored wines with citrus and yellow fruit, white plum, and floral aromas.  

Wines made from Tsolikouri grapes are well suited for aging, and the variety is also used to 

produce sparkling wine.  
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Combining winemaking traditions that span 

centuries. 
  

GEORGIAN 

Georgia is home to a unique winemaking tradition that has survived for thousands of 
years. Grapes are crushed, then fermented skin-on for several months in buried 
earthenware vessels called qvevri. Prolonged contact with the skins produces wines 
that are rich in tannins, which lend depth and dryness, plus great stability and 
structure.  

Because qvevri are buried underground, where the earth’s temperature remains fairly 
consistent, they provide a controlled environment for fermentation. And the vessels’ 
unique pointed shape allows sediment to collect at the bottom, while the wine moves 
freely around the wider center. After fermentation, wines are transferred to 
another qvevri to age, acquiring even greater dimension. 

Many Georgians consider the traditional Georgian way of making wine to be an 
inseparable part of their cultural identity and inheritance. Now, this method is serving 
as a catalyst for global interest in Georgian viticulture.  

EUROPEAN 

Commercial winemakers in Georgia also employ European methods to produce 
wines—using equipment and adjusting temperature to control the fermentation 
process  

HYBRID 

Despite its distinctiveness, qvevri wine still represents a tiny portion —less than 1 
percent —of commercially produced Georgian wines. The number 
of qvevri winemakers is growing, however: at least 30 artisanal winemakers are 
currently using the ancient vessels exclusively, larger wineries are adding qvevri 
series to their offerings. And many winemakers are experimenting with incorporating 
both European and Georgian methods in their production.  
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A location intended by nature for cultivation. 
Georgia is situated where Europe meets Asia. It is surrounded by the Black Sea to 
the west, Russia to the north, Turkey and Armenia to the south, and Azerbaijan to the 
east. Despite a compact footprint, Georgia spans a broad range of elevation as it 
climbs from the shores of the Black Sea to the soaring peaks of the Caucasus 
mountains, Europe’s highest mountain range. 

More than one-third of Georgia lies in the mountains. In fact, the Greater Caucasus 
mountain range forms Georgia’s northern border with Russia. The soaring peaks 
reach 4000-5000 meters in altitude, with spectacular peaks creating a barrier that 
shields Georgia from cold air from the north, while leaving its western range open to 
the Black Sea’s warm, moist air—essential to its successful viticulture. 

The southern slopes of the Caucasus merge into the central lowlands, near the Black 
Sea’s mineral-rich shores. Said to be home to 25,000 rivers, Georgia counts 14 major 
rivers that are responsible for carrying and depositing minerals into the soil—and 
forming the fine limestone caves and cave cities which dot Georgia’s landscape. 

Roughly the size of Ireland or Austria, Georgia experiences a vastly varied climate 
that ranges from subtropical and lush to alpine to dry, near desert-like conditions. 
Western Georgia’s humid subtropical maritime climate sees rainfall year-round, while 
eastern Georgia ranges from moderately humid to dry. By contrast, the Kolkheti 
Lowland is defined by several climate zones—from subtropical to moderately warm 
and moist to cold and wet to alpine—with increases in elevation. 

Unique surroundings impart uncommon tastes. 
Despite its relatively compact footprint, Georgia has an incredibly varied climate and 
topography that make it ideal for cultivation—and some of its regions are distinctly 
optimal for viticulture. 

Shielded from extremes in temperature, vines are protected from the harsh sun and 
bitter cold. The Caucasus Mountains nearby are full of natural streams, which drain 
mineral-rich water into the valleys— and help contribute the characteristic flavors of 
this region’s wines. In fact, the Kolkheti Lowland, near the shores of the Black Sea, is 
densely covered by rich mineral deposits that have been carried down by western 
Georgia’s major rivers—the Enguri, Rioni, and Kodori. 

  

  

  



Appellations of origin 
Eighteen (18) appellations of origin wines have been registered in Georgia.  

 

  



Tsinandali (Kakheti)  

A dry white wine made of Rkatsiteli and Kakhetian Mtsvane wine grape varieties and 

characterized by its light straw color, harmonious, refined bouquet and specific varietal 

aroma.  

 

Gurjaani (Shida Kakheti)  

A dry full-bodied white wine produced from Rkatsiteli grapes and characterized by a light 

straw color, harmonious, full bodied and refined taste with varietal specific aromas and well 

developed bouquet. It is made Rkatsiteli grape variety.  
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Vazisubani (Alazani)  

A dry, completely fermented white wine characterized by a light straw color, harmonious 

taste and cheerful, developed floral bouquet. Made from Rkatsiteli and Kakhetian Mtsvane 

grape varieties.  

 

Manavi (Kakheti/Gare Kakheti)  

This dry white wine made of Mtsvane grapes ranges from light straw to straw in color, with a 

greenish tint, gentle taste, and harmonious and delicate fruity tones. May include up to 15% 

Rkatsiteli grapes. 
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Kardenakhi (Kakheti/Gurjaani)  

A fortified white wine characterized by its amber color, varietally specific aroma, and honey 

fragrance. It is produced when crushed grapes of the Rkatsiteli, Khikhvi and Kakhuri Mtsvane 

varieties are left behind during the fermentation process.  

 

Tibaani (Kakheti/Shida)  

Made in the traditional qvevri method with Rkatsiteli grapes, this dry white wine is 

characterized by a dark amber color, well-defined and extracted bouquet, velvety taste and 

raisin tones.  
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Napareuli  

Dry white and dry red wines. The white wine is made of Rkatsiteli and the wine is light straw-

colored, with a well-defined bouquet and wild flower tone, while the red wine is made of 

Saperavi and distinguished by dark red color, varietal specific aroma, and velvety well 

developed bouquet.  

 

Tvishi (Lechkhumi) 

A dry to semi-sweet wine made with the Tsolikouri grape variety that is light straw to straw in 

color, with a delicate, tender taste, fruity tones; varietal aroma. 
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Atenuri (Kartli/Shida Kartli) 

A white sparkling wine produced from Chinuri and Gori Mtsvane grape varieties and 

characterized by its straw color, harmonious taste, fruity tones, and energetic flavor. 

 

Sviri (Imeriti/Sviri) 

Made with Tsolikouri and Tsitska grape varieties, this dry white wine is characterized by a 

dark straw-yellowish tint, fruity tones, and extracted fruit bouquet. 
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Kotekhi 

Dry, white and red wines. The white wine is made of Rkatsiteli grape variety and is 

characterized by a light straw color, varietal specific aromas, and pleasant taste. While the red 

wine, made of Saperavi grape variety, is characterized by its noteworthy red color, varietal 

aroma, and pleasantly velvety taste. 

 

Kindzmarauli (Kvareli/Shida Kakheti) 

Made of Saperavi grapes, this naturally semi-sweet full red wine is characterized by a dark 

garnet red color and velvety fruit tones. 
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Akhasheni (Kakheti/Akhasheni) 

A naturally semi-sweet red wine made with the Saperavi grape variety, this wine is noted for 

its dark-pomegranate color, harmonious taste, velvety sweetness, fruit tones and varietal 

aromas. 

 

Kvareli (Kakheti/Kvareli) 

A red white wine characterized by its dark red color, varietal aromas, balance and distinctive 

bouquet, Kvareli is made of Saperavi grapes, with complete fermentation with the must. 
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Mukuzani (Shida Kakheti, Gurjaani) 

This dry red wine made with Saperavi grapes is characterized by its dark pomegranate color, 

full bodied taste, harmonious, velvety, delicate, well-expressed varietal aromas and bouquet, 

and high-extract flavors. 

 

Teliani (Kakheti) 

A dry red wine characterized by a dark red color, pure varietal specific aromas and a spicy, 

harmonious, developed bouquet. Made with Cabernet Sauvignon grapes cultivated in a 

Teliani zone in the territory between Kisiskhevi and Vantiskhevi. 
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Khvanchkara (Racha) 

A high-quality naturally semi-sweet red wine made from Aleksandreuli and Mujuretuli 

grapes. Characterized by a dark red color, harmonious taste, and velvety, pleasant flavor, the 

wine is distinguished by its fruit tones and varietal aroma. 

 

Kakheti 

A dry white wine noted by its amber colour, fruit aroma, and velvety bouquet, this wine is 

made of Rkatsiteli and Kakhetian Mtsvane grapes, with fermentation with the must. 
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